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Dreamin Sun Vol 1
'"On the day that Naho begins 11th grade, she recieves a letter from herself ten years in the future. At first, she writes it off as a prank, but as the letter''s predictions come true one by one
Naho realizes that the letter might be the real deal. Her future self tells Naho that a new transfer student, a boy named Kakeru, will soon join her class. The letter begs Naho to watch over him,
saying that only Naho can save Kakeru from a terrible future. Who is this mystery boy, and can Naho save him from his destiny? Includes chapter three of the bonus story, Haruiro Astronaut! "'
When the landlord reconnects with his old flame, Shimana's anxiety about their relationship skyrockets. It's not long before their relationship is on the line and she's thinking about moving out
of the house. Is this the end for them?!
'" [FINAL VOLUME] On the day that Naho begins 11th grade, she recieves a letter from herself ten years in the future. At first, she writes it off as a prank, but as the letter''s predictions come
true one by one Naho realizes that the letter might be the real deal. Her future self tells Naho that a new transfer student, a boy named Kakeru, will soon join her class. The letter begs Naho to
watch over him, saying that only Naho can save Kakeru from a terrible future. Who is this mystery boy, and can Naho save him from his destiny? Includes chapter five of the bonus story,
Haruiro Astronaut! "'
Suzu Sakura is a lazy author who can't keep a deadline, is twenty-four hours late to meetings, and falls asleep in the middle of crunch time-you name it! It seems like no one can keep her in
line, but then she gets a new editor. Hasegawa's a super-mega HOTTIE, but his temper runs just as hot. Though he scolds her endlessly and they're quickly driving each other up the wall, will
something bloom between this odd couple...?! An inside look at the manga industry, full of laughs and a little heartache! Now available as individual ebook volumes!
'" On the day that Naho begins 11th grade, she recieves a letter from herself ten years in the future. At first, she writes it off as a prank, but as the letter''s predictions come true one by one
Naho realizes that the letter might be the real deal. Her future self tells Naho that a new transfer student, a boy named Kakeru, will soon join her class. The letter begs Naho to watch over him,
saying that only Naho can save Kakeru from a terrible future. Who is this mystery boy, and can Naho save him from his destiny? Includes chapter four of the bonus story, Haruiro Astronaut! "'
Ten Serizawa has a two-hour commute through the mountains to high school every day, so she can’t spend much time hanging out with her friends in the afternoon. She decides to move into
the local boardinghouse, where one of her friends and three other boys are living. Ten’s friends consider her to be as oblivious as a rock when it comes to noticing boys and falling in love, but
will she be able to keep her calm and steady heart in her new living situation? -- VIZ Media
A polar bear falls in love with a seal, but the seal thinks the polar bear is trying to eat it!
'" On the day that Naho begins 11th grade, she recieves a letter from herself ten years in the future. At first, she writes it off as a prank, but as the letter''s predictions come true one by one
Naho realizes that the letter might be the real deal. Her future self tells Naho that a new transfer student, a boy named Kakeru, will soon join her class. The letter begs Naho to watch over him,
saying that only Naho can save Kakeru from a terrible future. Who is this mystery boy, and can Naho save him from his destiny? Includes chapter two of the bonus story, Haruiro Astronaut! "'
Satou Matsuzaka doesn't seem to care about much, moving through boys and casting them aside like so used candy wrappers. All that changes, though, when she meets Shio. The little girl changes
everything for Matsuzaka. Is this love...? If it is, then it's love through a very warped prism as the high schooler demonstrates there's no atrocity beyond her when it comes to protecting the object of her
deranged affection.
Shimana Kameko lives in a home where she feels she doesnt belong. Her mother is dead, her father has remarried, and her six-month-old baby brother takes up everyones attention. Kameko skips school
and runs away to a nearby park where she literally stumbles over a mysterious man in a kimono. The stranger, Fujiwara Taiga, offers Kameko a place to stayon three conditions. The first condition is that
Kameko tell him why she ran away from home. The second is that she fetch the strangers lost apartment key (he is locked out!). The third condition is to have a dream. Kameko meets the conditions,
moves in, and begins a journey of romance and self-discovery.
Komugi’s not sure what to expect when her family moves to the remote northern island of Hokkaido, and she starts at a new high school. But she certainly didn’t expect a boy to come up to her and say,
"Gee… you smell good, somehow!" That boy is Yu Ogami, and Komugi finds herself strangely drawn to him. But when she sees him in an unguarded moment, she discovers he’s a werewolf! Now she has a
choice to make: to keep his secret, or to ask for help and risk angering a wolf-boy?
After the funeral, Natsumi reluctantly agrees to date her sister’s fiancé Togo. But as their relationship develops with the passing seasons, Haru’s memory lingers over them like a curse. Asuka Konishi’s
English-language debut is a nuanced and affecting portrait of the conflict between romantic and familial love, and of the hard choices that face us all in making our lives our own.
WHO’S YOUR NANNY? Kirishima Tooru is the right-hand man of the Sakuragi crime family. For him, the job is a perfect excuse to let his violent instincts run wild, earning him the nickname “the Demon of
Sakuragi”. It seems like nothing will stand in the way of his vicious nature. But then one day, he receives an assignment like never before from the boss—babysitting his daughter! This is the heartwarming (or
is it bloodcurdling?) story of a little girl and her yakuza caretaker!
Najika, a great cook who loves to make meals for those she cares about, is on the trail the boy who stole her heart as a child, and the only piece of evidence she has leads her to the prestigious Seika
Academy.
The sweet, "aww"-inspiring tale of school life continues!! By all appearances, Kyouko Hori and Izumi Miyamura are worlds apart. Bright and capable, Hori is always surrounded by classmates, the center of
attention. For Miyamura, a quirky loner, getting through class unnoticed counts as a good day. But ever since these two started sharing secrets, they've found themselves drawn into each other's orbit little by
little and the distance between them shrinking bit by bit...
'" To be touched by an Outsider is to become an Outsider. A clawed, black hand reaches out to touch Shiva''s cheek in her sleep. The hand does not belong to Teacher. Who is this strange new Outsider, and
what do its creepy murmurings about “mother” portend? Enter a fantasy realm shrouded in mystery, in a dark fairy tale-like setting for fans of The Ancient Magus'' Bride. "'

'" Things are heating up between Shimana and the landlord. First a confession and then an invitation to the school''s Founders'' Day Festival! What will the landlord do when Shimana
announces her feelings for him on stage, in front of a huge crowd? "'
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The mermaid prince is super-popular with all the girls lining up to be his bride. But the one he falls in love with...has legs!
Akane is your typical teenage girl...until she swallows a Dragon Jewel, which transports her to the Heian period of ancient Japan! There in the city of Kyou, Akane learns that she has been
foreordained to lead the people as the Priestess of the Dragon God! But all is not well. Akram, the head of the Oni Clan, has sworn death and destruction on Kyou. So Akane appoints eight
young men, the Hachiyo, to stand by her side as she faces the danger that awaits...
When Shimana runs off into s rainstorm, the last person she expects comes to her rescue: Zen! When he gets a fever the next day, Shimana feels responsible and offers to nurse him back to
health. While caring for him, she learns that he's been hiding something from her--but that's not the only surprise he has in store for her. Zen's got a confession to make and it's getting harder
and harder for him to keep it under wraps.
WITH OUR POWERS COMBINED...! Meguru might be impossibly cute, but he’s not the only androgynous model around! Enter Sasame, another beautiful boy at Meguru’s talent agency.
The world is in for some serious gender nonconforming magic when the two cross paths!
Just when things are going well for Haruna, in walks transfer student Leona Matsuzaka. Beautiful Leona's got only one thing in mind--to destroy Haruna's happiness! Who is this vengeful girl
and why does she want to hurt Haruna so badly? -- VIZ Media
Azusa lives for only one man: Chika-kun, of the idol group Prince 4 U. But when she accidentally dies trying (and failing) to save him, she can't believe her luck—to be in literal Heaven with the
man she loves! But never one to lie, God says this one is on him, and sends them both back to continue their lives...but there's just one little problem. Their souls have been sent to the wrong
bodies! And not only that—they can switch back and forth by kissing? What on Earth does fate have in store for them?
Zen's finally confessed his feelings to Shimana! Unfortunately, while she wants to help him pursue his dreams, she doesn't feel the same way about him. Shimana's got her own unreturned
feelings to deal with, because she's crushing on the landlord, who treats her just like a child. Determined to get closer, Shimana gets a hold of his high school yearbook--and makes some
surprising discoveries.

Uno Issei is still in high school when his mother remarries. His mom's new husband, Masaru, is a nice enough guy, he just happens to be a unicorn. Sometimes in the form of a
talking horse, sometimes in the form of a beautiful man, Masaru is determined to run the household while his wife is away and win Issei over. For better or worse, now Issei is
stuck teaching this unicorn man how to be a good dad in this idiosyncratic comedy about the magic of family.
When Anne was born, it was prophesied that someday the demon Mephisto would claim her as his bride. When the day arrives, Anne is saved by a 12-year-old boy exorcist
named Haru. Her salvation comes at a price, however: Haru wants Anne to marry him instead! Anne is not keen on getting engaged to a headstrong little kid, but if she wants to
stay out of Mephisto’s clutches, she may have no choice.
Connect, come together, and the world will change for the better one day at a time. Seeing Miyamura and Hori together every day feels natural. They play around, long for each
other, and even get into fights on occasion. What will happen as their bitter, sweet, and acidic school life continues?
"From the creator of the acclaimed The Gods Lie comes Kaori Ozaki’s latest series! Winter of junior year. Not quite able to become adults, we couldn’t stay as we were as
children, either. Our tale explores a group of teenagers and their impatience and rebirth. “They say if you write down your wish, bury it under Sheep Tower and then dig it up after
7 years and 7 months, your wish will come true…” Tsugu Miikura, a high schooler who loves to play guitar, due to family circumstances, moved away from the rural town where
she had spent her childhood. After several years, she’s back in her old hometown. She reunites with her childhood friends—Sora, Yuushin, and Asari—the friends she’d buried a
time capsule with back in elementary school. Tsugu is overjoyed to be with her friends once more, but the bonds that she thought would never change have in fact started to
grow major cracks…"
Kyoko finally knows why her mother treated her so coldly when she was a child, and the story is more tragic and full of betrayal than she could have guessed. But hearing the
painful truth isn’t a new wound on Kyoko’s fragile soul. In fact, it actually releases her from some of the ghosts of her past. She might never have a loving relationship with
Saena, but she’s more determined than ever to become an actress to make them both proud! -- VIZ Media
Kurumi's got it all--looks, popularity and friends. But underneath Kurumi's friendly exterior is a manipulative girl who'll do anything to get what she wants! And she wants
Kazehaya! Will Kurumi's plotting drive Kazehaya and Sawako apart, or will it instead draw them even closer together? -- VIZ Media
High schooler Akiko has big plans to become a popular mangaka before she even graduates, but she needs to get much better at drawing if she ever wants to reach her goal.
Looking for an easy fix, she signs up for an art class, thinking all her problems will soon be solved. She''s in for a surprise: her new instructor is a bamboo sword-wielding
taskmaster who doesn''t care about manga one bit. But maybe this unconventional art teacher is just what she needs to realize her dreams!
'" Shimana Kameko lives in a home where she feels she doesn''t belong. Her mother is dead, her father has remarried, and her six-month-old baby brother takes up everyone''s
attention. Kameko skips school and runs away to a nearby park, where she literally stumbles over a mysterious man in a kimono. The stranger, Fujiwara Taiga, offers Kameko a
place to stay—on three conditions. The first condition is that Kameko tell him why she ran away from home. The second is that she fetch the stranger''s lost apartment key (he is
locked out!). The third condition is…to have a dream. Kameko meets the conditions, moves in, and begins a journey of romance and self-discovery. "'
'" Taiyou is a high-school musician with dreams of stardom, but when his bandmates quit in order to focus on school, it feels like Taiyou''s dreams are slipping away. In an act of desperation,
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Taiyou strong-arms his sullen classmate Hikari into forming a band with him. The two boys are total opposites, but together they might just be able to create something amazing. "'
The sweet "aww"-inspiring tale of school life continues!! The Kiri High crew dives into the sports festival...and thanks to some fighting words from Hori, even phys ed-phobic Miyamura is fired
up and raring to go?! As Sengoku's apathy, Sakura's lack of rhythm, and Hori's manly cheerleading take center stage, his fellow third-years might get some great last memories out of their
final sports fest, but for Miyamura, they'll be his first!
'" With her father off overseas, Yachiho is left to move into a new house all by herself..and it''s a genuine haunted mansion, full of ghosts and spirits! But Yachiho is determined to tough it out.
To learn her family''s secrets, can she brave all that lurks in the dark of night? "'
When Shimana fails to work up the courage to ask Asahi out on a date, she decides it's time to get a makeover as part of her self-improvement plan. it when she calls Asahi to come check out
her new look, he's too preoccupied with his own crush to pick up the phone. Is her transformation all for nothing? And what are those weird heart palpitations Zen's getting every time he looks
at Shimana? It's a full house of unrequited love and self-discovery in volume 2 of this slice-of-life romance!
Miyuki Sanada had just been going through the motions until one night she came across a certain late-night anime that made her feel true passion for the first time in her life. She was so
impressed by the production that she decided to become an animator herself! But was that really such a good idea? Harsh lessons and even harsher financial realities await as Miyuki strives
to make her dream come true.
This blog is a record of battle as dictated by a man with a fujoshi girlfriend. Okay, that was a lie. I'm not fighting at all. The war is purely one-sided. Each day I am dragged further and further
into the world of otaku. I cannot be held responsible for any damages incurred by reading this blog and falling into the same predicament. There is much otaku talk contained within, so please
follow your directions carefully, and do not exceed your recommended dosage.
The first fan creation to receive official recognition within the Vocaloid world, Hachune Miku is the small and spirited spin-off character of the famous Hatsune Miku. Equally recognizable by her
long pigtails and affiliation with leeks, Hachune Miku and her friends go on their own adventures in this collection of comedic shorts.
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